GLOBAL RISK VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

Risks are everywhere.
A simple reality of our world.
And they are Rising.
Multiplying.
Evolving.
Quickly and unexpectedly.
How do you maintain pace...
...in a complex, fast-moving risk landscape?
**How do you chase advantage when crisis waits at every corner?**

How do you keep pushing, with no finish line in sight?
When you have to plan for every day...
...not just ‘one day.’
When you need to make sure that what's unseen...
...and even unforeseeable...
...is never totally unexpected.
**The answer...**
**...lies in preparation.**
Gaining advantage...from data-driven insights and real world experience.

To bolster resilience...
...you have to **leverage** all the **analytical tools** at your disposal
**Focus on the priorities** that matter most...
Actively **collaborating** across your **networks to sense change, emerging threat**
Being ready to act quickly, as a team, with clarity and confidence
**In a world of risk, pace comes from preparation.**

And though the future may be unwritten, it is not entirely uncertain.
**Accenture’s latest Global Risk Report** offers guidance on going the distance with greater certainty.